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Abstract:  Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever is a mosquito-borne disease caused by the arthropod genus mosquito which is found in the 

tropics and sub-tropics region of the world; transmitting the dengue virus otherwise called serotypes which is a member of the 
RNA virus group and Flaviviridae virus family from one host to another. Hence, it is categorized as an endemic ailment due to its 

mode of transmission. Conversely, the symptoms begin to manifest in host after three to fourteen days after infection. Some of its 

symptoms might include loss of appetite, headache, high fever, metallic taste, vomiting, rash and joint pains just to name a few. 

This dengue infection has caused millions of death worldwide yearly due to lack of early diagnosis of the ailment. In recent past, 

several systems have been developed to diagnose this endemic disease, but they generated a lot of false negative during testing and 

were unable to detect Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever and its overlapping symptoms. Hence, in this paper, we proposed and 

simulated a model to predict Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever using a machine learning technique called Bayesian Belief Network. 

The model was designed using Bayes Server and tested with data collected from Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever medical repository.  

The model had a 99.84% prediction accuracy. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Fever is defined as the rise in body temperature which surpasses the normal temperature of 37o Celcius or 98.6° 

Farenheint.Conversely, fever is categorized as one of the natural defenses of the body’s fight against pathogenic microorganisms 

such as bacteria and viruses which find it difficult to exist in environment of very high temperature. This ailment affects persons of 

all ages ranging from children to adults. However, stern fever is a symptom of a severe condition that needs prompt medical 

attention [1]. 

Fever, otherwise known as pyrexia and febrile response can be uncomfortable in adults when the temperature rises to 103oF 

equivalent to 39.4oCelcius or even higher. However, in the case of infants and toddlers, a slight increase in temperature may signify 

a serious illness. 

In [2], it was stated that fever may be a result of numerous medical conditions varying from non-serious to life-threatening which 

are characterized by increase in body temperature. 

Nevertheless, fever with increment in body temperature are of different types with respect to their duration such as continuous 
fever (a fever where the temperature stays above normal throughout the day), quotidian fever (a fever that has occurs at intervals 

within 24 hours), intermittent fever (fever that the temperature rises for a certain period and later returns back to normal), quartan 

fever (fever with high temperature which exceeds 72 hours), Tertian fever (fever with high temperature of a 48 hours period), Pel-

Ebstein fever (fever of more than a week fluctuating between high and low), malaria fever, typhoid fever and dengue fever just to 

name a few. Of the aforementioned fevers, dengue fever is the most dreaded of all due to its mode of transmission and 

contagiousness of the dengue virus, hence categorized as an endemic ailment.  

Viruses are submicroscopic communicable agents that replicates itself solely inside living cells of an organism as avowed by [3]. 

Viruses have the capability to infect all forms of living organisms such as plants, animals, microorganisms and humans. Examples 

of such viruses are dsDNA Virus (e.g. Adenoviruses, Herpesviruses, Poxviruses), ssDNA Virus (e.g.Parvoviruses), dsDNA-RT 

virus (e.g. Hepadnaviruses) and RNA virus (Flaviviridae or Flavivirus) respectively just to name a few. Of all the aforesaid viruses, 

Flaviviridae which is a member of the RNA virus family is the most dreadful of all. Furthermore, Flaviviridae causes a deadly 

disease called Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever virus which is ruthless if not diagnosed early as stated by [4]. 

In [5], Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Virus (DHF) was defined as a ruthless and life threatening ailment that affects persons ranging 
from infants, older children and adults in respective of age which has similarities with symptoms of influenza caused by breeding 

of arthropod genus mosquito. The dengue viruses is of four types namely DenV1, DenV2, DenV3 and DenV4 respectively and are 

each called serotypes. This difference between each of these serotypes solely relies on the ability to stimulate the production of 

specific antibodies. The viruses are transmissible by a kind of mosquito called Aedes aegypti that bites humans during the day in 

tropical and subtropical (very hot and humid) regions of the world.  In addition, the symptom of this virus starts within three to 

fourteen days after infection and varies in humans according to age. Children below the age of 5 might be asymptomatic or have 

similar type of fever and rashes on their bodies, in comparison with much older children and adults; they are prone to have harsh 
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symptoms such as high fever that commences swiftly usually hitting its climax with a short period of time, severe headache, 

muscular and joint pains, pain at the rear of the eyes, nausea, vomiting and rashes on the body.  

Furthermore, World Health Organization acknowledged that DHF as a virus and deadly mosquito-borne disease is the most 

hazardous of all mosquito-borne diseases worldwide with the estimate of over 2.5 billion people being at risk of this dengue 
infection and tens of millions resulting to death yearly due to lack of early diagnosis of the disease [5,6]. 

In [6], it was affirmed that due to lack of early diagnosis of this disease in persons, lots of death of patients were recorded. Hence, 

there is need for system to aid early diagnosis of this ailment to curb the untimely death of patients. 

In time past, artificial intelligence has been applied in diagnosing Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever in the works of [6, 

7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14, 15 and 16] but they generated a lot of false negative during testing and were unable to detect Dengue 

Haemorrhagic fever due to the overlapping symptoms the disease shares with some viral and mosquito borne diseases. 

In this paper, a supervised machine learning technique called Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) was utilized in diagnosing Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever with its symptoms. BBN is a versatile probabilistic network that merges expert knowledge and investigational 

datasets. It plans a route for cause and effect associations between variables and trains them with probability that indicates the level 

in which one variable is likely to influence another.  

In this paper, BBN was our technique of choice because of its capability to make predictive inference. 

 

2. Related Works 

 

Several studies have been conducted on diagnosing Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever using Artificial Intelligence. 

In [6], an expert system to predict dengue fever which utilized Data Mining and Artificial Intelligence was developed based on 

symptoms provided by the users of the expert system. The system demonstrated the ability to predict the said ailment with high 

prediction accuracy. However, the system failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping symptoms with Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever and other types of fevers. Also, usage of Data Mining technique violates system user’s privacy, it has 

performance issues as regards results generated using this technique; expert systems have implementation and high maintenance 

cost and difficulty in creating inference rules. 

In [7], an expert system to diagnose dengue fever that employed SL5 Object Language was developed. The system detected the 

said disease with high detection accuracy. The system was user-friendly and quite easy to use. Moreover, the expert system 

development is capital-intensive with a high maintenance cost. The system also failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases with 
overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. 

In [8], an expert system that employed Fuzzy Logic to diagnose dengue fever early was developed. The system diagnosed dengue 

fever early with high detection accuracy. Despite the high detection accuracy, the system failed to make bi-directional inference on 

the dataset; it could not handle the problem of uncertainty and it failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping 

symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. 

In [9], a soft expert system that relied on soft set theory and Fuzzy Logic to diagnose dengue fever was designed. The expert 

system demonstrated the ability to measure risk level of dengue fever in patients with a high detection accuracy based on input 

variables from dataset. Nevertheless, the system failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping symptoms with 

dengue fever and other types of fevers; the system reasoning module could not handle issue of uncertainty and make bi-directional 

inferences. 

In [10], a decision support system to diagnose malaria and dengue fever which employed Fuzzy Logic was developed. The system 

diagnosed malaria and dengue fever based on symptoms with high detection accuracy with 91.3% accuracy. Conversely, the 
system reasoning module could not handle problem of uncertainty and make bi-directional inferences; with the system unable to 

detect to mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. 

In [11], a system that predicted dengue infection which utilized WEKA Data Mining tool. The system showed the capability of 

detecting dengue infections in patients with 92% detection accuracy. On the other hand, the Data mining technique utilized by the 

system is resource and capital intensive; there is a high risk of unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information and has 

performance issues as regards results generated using this technique. Also, the system failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases 

with overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. 

In [12], an expert system that detected dengue fever using early signs and symptoms based on Fuzzy Logic and Data Mining was 

developed. The system detected the dengue fever with high detection accuracy. However, the system reasoning module could not 

handle issue of uncertainty and make bi-directional inferences; Data mining technique utilized by the system is resource and capital 

intensive. Also, the system failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other 
types of fevers. 

In [13], a decision support expert system which employed Fuzzy Logic and Simple Additive Weighting was designed. The system 

detected dengue fever with a high detection accuracy based on dataset. On the other hand, the system failed to make bi-directional 
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inferences and was not able to handle the issue of uncertainty. Furthermore, the system was unable to detect to mosquito-borne 

diseases with overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. 

In [14], a system that utilized Artificial Neural Network (ANN) to detect dengue fever was developed. The system classified 

dengue fever with 95% accuracy based on the dataset. However, the system failed to detect to mosquito-borne diseases with 
overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. The system neural network is capital and time intensive; it does 

not provide information about the relative significance of the various parameters, slow convergence speed, less generalizing 

performance, issue of arriving at local minimum and has over-fitting problems. 

In [15], a hybrid system that combined Multi-Swarm Optimization (MSO) and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) classifier to detect 

serotypes of dengue fever was developed. The system showcased its ability to detect the serotypes of dengue fever with 85.18% 

detection accuracy. Conversely, the system failed to detect mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping symptoms with dengue fever 

and other types of fevers. With the use of MSO, it is not easy to define preliminary design constraints; MLP training is time-

consuming and convergence speed is very slow. 

In [16], a system that utilized Alternating Decision Trees (ADT) for early diagnosis of dengue fever was developed. The system 

demonstrated its ability to detect dengue fever with 84% detection accuracy based on the dataset. Nevertheless, the system was 

unable to detect mosquito-borne diseases with overlapping symptoms with dengue fever and other types of fevers. ADT are usually 
unstable, relatively inaccurate and results derived from the decision trees are sometimes biased which are usually in support of 

attributes that have gained more levels in the generated decision tree. 

 

3.  Machine Learning  

Machine learning is a set of methods for creating models that describe or predict using example data or past experience. However, 

there are several types of machine learning namely Supervised Learning: it trains data and includes desired outputs (e.g. Bayesian 

Belief Networks, Neural Networks, Deep learning etc.), Unsupervised Learning: it trains data and does not include desired outputs 

(e.g. Clustering, Dimensionality Reduction), Semi-Supervised Learning: it trains data and includes few desired outputs and 
Reinforcement Learning: it gains from sequence of actions (Temporal Difference Learning, Q-learning) [17]. 

In this paper, we intend to employ supervised machine learning technique called Bayesian Belief Network due to its predictive 

capability based on past experience and example data at its disposal during training and testing of observed datasets. 

Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) is directed acyclic graphical model that employs probability to illustrate conditional dependencies 

that prevail amongst nodes on a graph [18]. It is a complex probabilistic network that merges expert knowledge and experimental 

datasets. It plans out route of cause and effect relationships between variables and encodes them with probability that signify the 

amount in which one variable is probable to sway another. Bayesian Belief Network is based on the Bayes theorem which relies on 

probability.   

 

The Bayes theorem is represented in the mathematical equation below: 

 

 ( | )  
 ( | ) ( )

 ( )
                                                                                                                                               ( )    

Where, 

P(a) is the probability of event “a” happening without any information about event “b”. It is called the “Prior”. 

P(a/b) is the conditional probability of event “a” happening given that event “b” has already occurred. It is otherwise called the 
“Posterior”. 

 

P(b/a) is the conditional probability of event “b” happening given that event “a” has already occurred. It is called the “Likelihood”. 

P(b) is the probability of event “b” happening without any information about event “a”. It is called the “Marginal Likelihood”. 

 

The Naive Bayes classifiers are often represented as a type of directed acyclic graph (DAG). The Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) 

comprises of vertices representing random variables and arrows connecting pairs of nodes. Figure 1 shows a pictorial 

representation of a Bayesian Belief Network. 
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Figure 1: A Pictorial Representation of a Bayesian Belief Network 

Some advantages of this model are: it is quite quick in making inferences, the resulting probabilities are easy to interpret, the 

learning algorithm is quite easy to understand and the model adequately combines with utility functions to make optimal 

inferences. In this paper, we intend to detect Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever using a supervised machine learning technique called 

Bayesian Belief Network (BBN). A model consisting of 58 nodes where each node represents a form of disease ailment will be 

designed using Bayes Server.  A Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Virus dataset will be used to train and test the system. Using the 
Pareto Principle, 80% of the dataset will be used to train the model while the remainder will be used in testing the model. The aim 

of the model is to achieve a high level of detection accuracy with the use of the overlapping symptoms of Dengue Haemorrhagic 

Fever.  

 
4. Methodology 

Simulation, Result and Discussion 

The dataset used in training, testing and predicting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever was retrieved from [19]. The dataset consist of 58 

disease ailments and each ailment has a value which represents the probability of such disease ailment causing Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF). The ailments, disease causing agents and other factors taken into cognizance in the diagnosis of 

Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever are Abdominal Pain, Anopheles Mosquito, Arthropod Genus Mosquito, Chest Pain, Chills, 

Continuous Fever, Constipation, Cough, Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever, DenV1, DenV2, DenV3, DenV4, Diarrhea, Fatigue, Fever, 

Flaviviridae, Haemoglobin, Headache, Hematocrit, High Temperature, Hot Weather, Humid Weather, Influenza, Intermittent 

Fever, Joint Pain, Loss of Appetite, Malaria, Metallic Taste, Muscle Pain, Nausea, Neutropenic Fever, Pel-Ebstein Fever, Platelets, 

Plasmodium Falciparum, Plasmodium Malariae, Plasmodium Knowlesi, Plasmodium Ovale, Plasmodium Vivax, Quartan Fever, 
Quotidian Fever, Rash, Region, Remittent Fever, RNA Virus, Serotypes, Sore Throat, Sweating, Swollen Abdomen, Sub-Tropical 

Region, Tertian Fever, Tropical Region, Typhoid Fever, Vomiting, Weakness, Weather, and Weight Loss respectively. Figure 2 

below shows a sample the dataset. 
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Figure 2: Snapshot of Dataset 

The Bayesian Belief Network model was designed using Bayes-Server platform.  The Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) for 

predicting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) was designed such that the nodes on the network are linked based on the probability 
of a disease ailment resulting to another or a factor influences another factor.  

In our model for a case to be diagnosed as a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever case, there will be presence of several or all of the 

following disease ailments and factors that sways the diagnosis of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever such as Abdominal Pain, 

Anopheles Mosquito, Arthropod Genus Mosquito (AGM), Chest Pain, Chills, Continuous Fever, Constipation, Cough, Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF), DenV1, DenV2, DenV3, DenV4, Diarrhea, Fatigue, Fever, Flaviviridae, Haemoglobin, Headache, 

Hematocrit, High Temperature, Hot Weather, Humid Weather, Influenza, Intermittent Fever, Joint Pain, Loss of Appetite, Malaria, 

Metallic Taste, Muscle Pain, Nausea, Neutropenic Fever, Pel-Ebstein Fever, Platelets, Plasmodium Falciparum, Plasmodium 

Malariae, Plasmodium Knowlesi, Plasmodium Ovale, Plasmodium Vivax, Quartan Fever, Quotidian Fever, Rash, Region, 

Remittent Fever, RNA Virus, Serotypes, Sore Throat, Sweating, Swollen Abdomen, Sub-Tropical Region, Tertian Fever, Tropical 

Region, Typhoid Fever, Vomiting, Weakness, Weather, and Weight Loss respectively. Figure 3 shows the BBN model for 

detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever and its symptoms. 

 
 

Figure 3: Bayesian Belief Network Model for Detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its symptoms. 

So, to mathematically represent our model we have: 
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Where, 

Disease: Node with a Disease Ailment 

Parents (Diseasei) = Nodes that converge on Disease Ailmenti..  

 
The dataset was used to train and test the model.  Upon completion of training and testing the BBN model, the test data converged 

at time series 2. The log likelihood value for each case was recorded.  Figure 4 shows the BBN model convergence of Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever and its symptoms at Iteration Count 2. 

 

Figure 4: Bayesian Belief Network Model for Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Convergence at Time Series 2. 

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 shows log likelihood batch query chart for predicting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its symptoms, 

feature importance chart for nodes in the model, the in-sample anomaly detection chart, the mesh query plot for the loglikelihood 

of a disease causing ailment (Flaviviridae) being the reason for the cause of a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Infection, association 

plot showing relation of Predict (Flaviviridae) leading to a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection case and its probabilities and the 
log likelihood graph for detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its symptoms respectively. The result generated from the 

simulation indicated that the network was able to predict 99% Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever on the dataset accurately and it had a 

loglikelihood of 64.48 on the test dataset. 

 

 

The figure 5 below shows the loglikelihood batch query chart for predicting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its symptoms 
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Figure 5: The Loglikelihood Chart Batch Query for Predicting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with Its Symptoms 

This loglikelihood chart batch shows the result of the test data. Here, 50 experimental cases were conducted and the analysis of the 

result generated from the test data is shown below: 

In Experiment 1: The value of Predict(DHF) was 0.631 compared to 0.63068517474,Predict (RNA Virus) was 0.683 compared to 
0.68251045678, Predict(Flaviviridae) was 0.169 compared to 0.1692315303861, Predict(AGM) was 0.542 compared to 

0.54150365897675, Predict(Fever) was 0.894 compared to 0.894023521131117, Predict(Malaria) was 0.287 compared to 0. 

2876159712371279, Predict(Influenza) was 0.636 compared to 0.63590472768411, Predict(DenV1) was 0.673 compared to 

0.673231032271144, Predict(DenV2) was 0.359 compared to 0.359231032261024, Predict(DenV3) was 0.483 compared to 

0.483221032271104 and Predict(DenV4) was 0.521 compared to 0.521211032241164  in Experiment 1.  

In Experiment 2: The value of Predict(DHF) was 0.304 compared to 0.3038316321,Predict (RNA Virus) was 0.0681 compared to 

0.06805103245, Predict(Flaviviridae) was 0.714 compared to 0.7135315353762, Predict(AGM) was 0.407 compared to 

0.40690365793234, Predict(Fever) was 0.41 compared to 0.4053521131117, Predict(Malaria) was 0.4 compared to 

0.40012154312141272, Predict(Influenza) was 0.521 compared to 0.52050432761410, Predict(DenV1) was 0.503 compared to 

0.5026231032241121, Predict(DenV2) was 0.397 compared to 0.3970231030061012,  Predict(DenV3) was 0.362 compared to 

0.361611032230303 and Predict(DenV4) was 0.515 compared to 0.515101031021003 in Experiment 2. 
In Experiment 3: The value of Predict(DHF) was 0.742 compared to 0.7416103300,Predict (RNA Virus) was 0.132 compared to 

0.1317002123, Predict(Flaviviridae) was 0.923 compared to 0.9228434321007, Predict(AGM) was 0.207 compared to 

0.20691364743143, Predict(Fever) was 0.815 compared to 0.8147521210563, Predict(Malaria) was 0.535 compared to 

0.53462154210012345, Predict(Influenza) was 0.295 compared to 0.29470432721239, Predict(DenV1) was 0.528 compared to 

0.5279231036241023, Predict(DenV2) was 0.46 compared to 0.46015031040161000, Predict(DenV3) was 0.945 compared to 

0.944760322011128 and Predict(DenV4) was 0.899 compared to 0.899111500211104 in Experiment 3.   

Furthermore, this experiment continues up to Experiment number 50. Hence, the system results showed a 0.0159% value 

difference between the prediction results and original test data of 100% resulting to 99% prediction accuracy. 

 

 

 

The figure 6 below shows the feature importance Chart for nodes in the Bayesian Belief Network model 
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Figure 6: The Feature Importance Chart for Nodes in the BBN Model 

 

The Feature Importance Chart shows p-value of the variable (nodes), Feature and Mutual information in reference to the Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) Node.  

The p-value signifies the likelihood (probability) of the nodes being the cause of a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection.  

The Feature box is checked if that particular node is fully involved in the cause of a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection. 

The Mutual Information shows the relationship with nodes directly connected to one another (i.e. in this case the direct relationship 
of the nodes with the Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever node) and assigned a value.  

The Significance Level signifies the margin of error in the detection of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever and its symptoms. 

The figure 7 below shows the in-sample anomaly detection chart for the Bayesian Belief Network Model. 
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Figure 7: The In-Sample Anomaly Detection Chart Chart for Nodes in the BBN Model 

 

The In-sample Anomaly Detection Chart shows 50 experimental results of detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever. Each Case is 

assigned an ID(Identification value) which is the value of the Predict(Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever) in Figure 5 above. The 
IsAnomaly checkbox is checked to identify that each case is a confirmed case of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection. The 50 

cases of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever has a case count value of 23.880 (weighted) which signifies the importance of the cases 

leading to a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection and 49 case count value signifies the number of cases in the pool of data 

available to the system for detection of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever excluding the Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever column in the 

dataset pool. The tolerance is the margin of error that could be encoutered as regards to the detection of the Dengue Haemorrhagic 

Fever and its symptoms. 

 

The figure 8 below shows the mesh query plot for the loglikelihood of a disease causing ailment (Flaviviridae) being the reason for 

a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Infection. 

 

 

Figure 8: The Mesh Query Plot for The Loglikelihood of A Disease Causing Ailment (Flaviviridae) Being The Reason For A 

Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) Infection. 
 

The mesh query plot shows the loglikelihood/likelihood of a node in this case Flaviviridae being a cause of a confirmed Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever infection. The Node (Flaviviridae) is plotted on the Y-axis and the other node Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever 

(DHF) plotted along the X-axis. 

In this context, the Red contour signifies the likelihood of a Flaviviridae being a major of cause of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever 

infection with the contour ranging from interval (-1.600 to 1.600) on the Y-axis and interval (-1.500 to1.500) on the X-axis. 

The Yellow contour shows the loglikelihood of a Flaviviridae being the reason of a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection with the 

contour ranging from interval (-0.620 to 0.580) on the Y-axis and interval (-1.110 to 0.995) on the X-axis. 

 

The figure 9 below shows the association plot showing relation of Predict (Flaviviridae) leading to a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever 

infection case and its probabilities. 
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Figure 9: The Association Plot Showing Relation of Predict (Flaviviridae) Leading to A Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Infection 

Case And Its Probabilities In The BBN Model 

 

The association plot shows the relation of how contact with Flaviviridae Virus leads a Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever (DHF) 

infection case. In this plot, 50 experimental cases were taken into consideration with each colored point in the graph classified as a 

case and assigned a probability which is stationed on the right of the graph. The Flaviviridae on the Y-axis is plotted against DHF 

on the X-axis. 

However, from this graph, there are five diagnostic classes of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever cases which our system was able to 

detect; they are asymptomatic, mild, moderate, severe, and critical classes respectively. 

Asymptomatic Class:  This class ranges from 0 to 0.2 on Y-axis and 0.00262 to 1.003 on X-axis. This region has 8 colored points 
(cases). This signifies that the 8 colored points in this region represent 8 cases of no Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection 

whatsoever, hence this category of patients are categorized as being Asymptomatic. 

Mild Class: This class ranges from 0.2 to 0.4 on Y-axis and 0.00262 to 1.003 on X-axis. This region has 9 colored points (cases). 

This signifies that the 9 colored points in this region represent 9 cases of patients with Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection with 

the severity level categorized as being Mild. 

Moderate Class: This class ranges from 0.4 to 0.6 on Y-axis and 0.00262 to 1.003 on X-axis. This region has 8 colored points 

(cases).This signifies that the 8 colored points in this region represent 8 cases of patients with Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever 

infection with the severity level categorized as being Moderate. 

Severe Case: This class ranges from 0.6 to 0.8 on Y-axis and 0.00262 to 1.003 on X-axis. This region has 8 colored points (cases). 

This signifies that the 8 colored points in this region represent 8 cases of patients with Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection with 

the severity level categorized as being Severe. 

Critical Class: This level ranges from 0.8 to 1 on Y-axis and 0.00262 to 1.003 on X-axis. This region has 16 colored points (cases). 
This signifies that the 16 colored points in this region represent 16 cases of patients with Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection 

with the severity level categorized as being Critical. 

Of the 50 experimental cases, the system predicted 49 cases ranging from asymptomatic, mild, moderate, severe, and critical 

classes correctly from the test data with 99% sensitivity accuracy. 

All the 49 cases in figure 9 had a probability value less than 1; with the highest probability value of Flaviviridae causing a Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever Infection reported to be 0.995838112549126 which is less than 1. 

 

The figure 10 shows the Loglikelihood Graph for Detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its Symptoms. 
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Figure 10: The Loglikelihood Graph for Detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its Symptoms 

This loglikelihood graph for detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever shows the residual values on the vertical axis plotted against 

the loglikelihood values on the horizontal axis which are independent variables.  

A residual value is a measure of how much a regression line vertically misses a data point. Regression lines are the best fit of a set 

of data. The lines are categorized as averages; a few data points will fit the line and others will miss. 

In this graph, it shows that 50 experimental cases resulted in value of 64.48, 64.35, 64.28, 64.15, 64.05, 64.…….. and 58.97 
respectively. 

Ideally, residual values should be equally and randomly spaced around the horizontal lines. Taking a view of the system’ 

experimental results values obtained from the horizontal lines on the graph, it can be seen that the point where the highest residual 

value and the loglikelihood independent variable attained meets at -64.64 on the horizontal line with 66 being the highest value that 

can be reached on the vertical line.  

The residual value attained is 64.48 and loglikelihood independent value is -64.64, the difference between both values is 0.16 

which is the difference between the values of the prediction results and original test data of 100% in figure 5. 

Hence, in this system the highest residual value, a loglikelihood independent value can attain is 66. With 66, being the 100 % 

residual value mark, to get our prediction accuracy percentage, we have predicted value subtracted from highest residual value i.e. 

100% -0.16= 99.84% residual loglikelihood percentage. 

Furthermore, the detection results in figure 9 showed all classes of severity status of Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever Infection cases 
with their probabilities while figure 10 showed 99.84% prediction accuracy of the system. 

Thus, the probability of having Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever infection given there is evidence of ailments and factors that influence 

diagnosis of the aforesaid disease is denoted as: 

P(Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever| Abdominal Pain, Arthropod Genus Mosquito, Chest Pain, Chills, Continuous Fever, Constipation, 

Cough, DenV1, DenV2, DenV3, DenV4, Diarrhea, Fatigue, Fever, Flaviviridae, Headache, Hematocrit, High Temperature, Hot  

Weather, Humid Weather, Influenza, Intermittent Fever, Joint Pain, Loss of Appetite, Malaria, Metallic Taste, Muscle Pain, 

Nausea, Neutropenic Fever, Pel-Ebstein Fever, Plasmodium Falciparum, Plasmodium Malariae, Plasmodium Knowlesi, 

Plasmodium Ovale, Plasmodium Vivax, Quartan Fever, Quotidian Fever, Rash,  Remittent Fever, Sore Throat, Sweating, Swollen 

Abdomen, Sub-Tropical Region, Tertian Fever, Tropical Region, Typhoid Fever, Vomiting, Weakness and Weight Loss) = 

0.995838112549126. 

From the experiment, it can be seen that our model has a higher residual log likelihood value which is 64.48 and a prediction 

accuracy of 99.84%.   
Finally, comparing the 99.84% prediction accuracy of our model with the experiments conducted by [10, 11, 14, 15 and 16] which 

has 91.3%, 92%,95%,85.18% and 84% prediction accuracy respectively, it is obvious our model has a better prediction accuracy. 

The higher prediction accuracy achieved by our model could be due to the range of the dataset used in training and testing the 
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model as well as its ability to predict the overlapping symptoms other mosquito-borne diseases have in common with Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever, hence aiding the high detection accuracy of the aforesaid disease.  

5. Conclusion 

Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever is a contagious disease that is quite tough to detect due to the overlapping symptoms the disease 
shares with other mosquito-borne diseases. To diagnose this disease, medical professionals need to advance on the existing 

methods employed in detecting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever to curb untimely deaths of patients due to lack of early diagnosis of 

the said disease. 

In this paper, we utilized a supervised machine learning technique called Bayesian Belief Network model to predict Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever and its symptoms. The network had 58 nodes with each node representing an exclusive ailment.  The model 

was trained and tested and it had an accuracy of 99.84% in predicting Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever with its symptoms. The system 

can be deployed in health facilities to help provide information which will be used to detect Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever and its 

symptoms. It will also bring about improvement in the following areas: Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever prediction, Dengue 

Haemorrhagic Fever detection and Diagnosis of mosquito-borne diseases with similar symptoms as Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever.  
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